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Territoriality in animal populations creates spatial structure that is thought to naturally
buffer disease invasion. Often, however, territorial populations also include highly mobile,
non-residential individuals that potentially serve as disease superspreaders. Using long-
term data from the Serengeti Lion Project, we characterize the contact network structure
of a territorial wildlife population and address the epidemiological impact of nomadic individ-
uals. As expected, pride contacts are dominated by interactions with neighbouring prides and
interspersed by encounters with nomads as they wander throughout the ecosystem. Yet the
pride–pride network also includes occasional long-range contacts between prides, making it
surprisingly small world and vulnerable to epidemics, even without nomads. While nomads
increase both the local and global connectivity of the network, their epidemiological
impact is marginal, particularly for diseases with short infectious periods like canine dis-
temper virus. Thus, territoriality in Serengeti lions may be less protective and non-residents
less important for disease transmission than previously considered.

Keywords: African lion; contact rates; epidemiological modelling; network model;
territoriality; wildlife disease

1. INTRODUCTION

Populations living in small, spatially distinct groups are
thought to be less vulnerable to disease invasion than
species that form large groups [1,2]. However, in many
territorial animal populations, some individuals travel
widely as either temporary or chronic dispersers
(e.g. birds, wolves, and mice [3–5]). If infected during
an outbreak, these nomads can serve as superspreaders,
infecting many individuals if they have numerous con-
tacts [6,7] or connecting distant parts of a spatially
structured population through long-range movements
(e.g. seasonal dispersal of juvenile raccoons and jackals
in rabies spread [8,9]).

Network models representing such complex contact
patterns can provide valuable insights into the relation-
ship between socio-ecology and disease dynamics
[7,10,11]. Small-world networks are a particularly
well-studied class of networks that combine two ubiqui-
tous features of social, natural and engineered systems:

local clustering (an individual’s contacts tend to con-
tact each other) and short path lengths (any two
randomly selected individuals are just a few network
steps apart [12,13]). Lattice networks are simple net-
works that consist of individuals (nodes) that are
connected exclusively to nearby nodes. While lattice
networks are highly clustered like small-world net-
works, they typically have very long path lengths.
Traditional small-world measures cannot be calculated
for disconnected networks; in these instances, ‘economic’
small-world metrics (i.e. efficiency statistics) can be used
[14] and are useful for sparsely connected populations,
such as territorial wildlife. In epidemiology, small-world
contact networks tend to experience faster and larger
outbreaks than comparable lattice networks [13,15].
Clustering produces strong saturation effects and wave-
like epidemics [10], while short path lengths enable
large-scale synchronized epidemics [16–18]. Disease-
control strategies in small world populations must
therefore include measures both to prevent long-distance
dispersal and to ensure intensive local containment.

While much is known about heterogeneity in human
contact patterns [7,19,20], the epidemiological structure
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of wildlife populations is poorly understood [21,22].
Only a few free-ranging wildlife study systems provide
sufficient data for estimating contact patterns (but see
[2,23–25]). The long-term dataset of the Serengeti
Lion Project (SLP) is a uniquely rich source of such
data, with decades of daily observations of African
lion behaviour and movement [26].

Here, we estimate the contact network underlying
the spread of directly transmitted infectious diseases
within the Serengeti lion population. To do this, we esti-
mate basic contact and movement parameters from
limited (but relatively rich) empirical data sets and
then feed these values into a mathematical model that
simulates contact patterns and disease transmission
between groups of lions. This model allows extrapol-
ation from a geographically and temporally restricted
dataset to long-term contact and disease dynamics
throughout the Serengeti lion population. We use this
data-driven model to characterize and then manipulate
the network structure of the Serengeti population to
study the roles of nomads and prides in driving disease
dynamics for a range of infectious diseases. We test
whether (i) territoriality produces lattice-like contact
networks (in which contacts are exclusively local), and
whether (ii) nomads make the network small world by
linking prides across long distances. We show that the
population structure of Serengeti lions is more connected
than originally thought (and hence non-lattice), while the
structural and epidemiological significance of nomads
depends on the nature of the disease but is generally
lower than anticipated.

2. METHODS

2.1. Lion social system

Lions live in gregarious groups (prides) composed of
related females and their dependent offspring [27].
Prides are territorial and infrequently contact their
neighbours [28]; inter-pride encounters can be deadly
[29–31]. When prides grow too large, young females
split off and form a neighbouring pride [32] and are
more tolerant of their non-pride relatives [33]. Coalitions
of territorial males can reside in more than one pride [34]
and distribute their time between their various prides
[31]. By contrast, nomads (i.e. non-residential lions:
mostly young dispersing males, but also some females
and older males) do not maintain a territory and move
great distances through the ecosystem [31]. Pride lions,
resident male coalitions and nomads occasionally inter-
act during mating, territorial defence and at kills.

2.2. Data sources

In order to estimate lion social network parameters, we
extracted information from 22 years of the 45-year SLP
study (1985–2007), using the highest resolution data
available for prides, territorial males and nomads.
Although several of our parameters were estimated
during different time periods, lion movement and contact
patterns have remained stable across decades [33,35,36],
thus these estimates can be merged in a single model.
We measured lion demographic structure and contact

patterns from data collected between 1985 and 1992.
The time, location and identity of each lion and descrip-
tions of any interactive behaviour were recorded for
sightings of 250–275 individually recognized individuals
from 21 to 25 prides (totalling 12 121 individual lion sight-
ings). These data were concurrent with a detailed study
involving 35 four-day continuous follows of pride females
[37,38]; lion population size was statistically homogeneous
from 1985 to 1992 (for details, see [26]).

To quantify movement patterns of nomads we used
data from three GPS-collared nomads in the Serengeti,
the locations of which were recorded two to five times
per day for periods up to nine months between 2005
and 2007 (for an example of one nomad, see figure 1),
and from seven other nomads that were tracked with
VHF collars for 7–28 months between 1989 to 1992.
To characterize the rate at which Serengeti territorial
males switched between prides, we used behavioural
observations of 10 VHF-collared males that were simul-
taneously resident in two or more prides between 1985
and 2004.

2.3. Parameter estimation

For most model parameters described in the subsec-
tions below, we characterized the entire distribution of
values rather than single summary statistics (table 1).
Unless otherwise specified, we used maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) to fit the parameters for seven candi-
date distributions (Poisson distribution and discretized
exponential, normal, lognormal, power law, truncated
power law, and gamma distributions), and then applied
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to select the
most appropriate distribution.

2.3.1. Pride sizes and locations. Pride sizes were calcu-
lated as the number of females and cubs over three
months old; pride sizes followed a gamma distribution
(Xp) (table 1; see electronic supplementary material,
figure SA1a). By extrapolating lion densities from the
woodland region of the 2000 km2 study area [26] to
the rest of the 10 000 km2 ecosystem (A) with similar
habitat, we estimated a total of 180 prides (Np). The
boundaries of each pride territory was approximated
by its 70 per cent kernel over a 2 year period [35]; the
average distance between prides was approximated by
the Euclidean distances between territory centroids
(conceptual centre of mass, or the centre of an irregular
territory [36]). We considered two prides to be neigh-
bours if their territories overlapped, touched or were
not separated by another pride territory (figure 1a).
This gives rise to a territory network where nodes rep-
resent prides and edges connect neighbouring prides
(figure 1b,e). We define the territory network distance
to be the shortest path between any two prides in the
territory network.

2.3.2. Pride–pride contact rates. Lion prides are fis-
sion–fusion societies where lions associate in
temporary subsets and frequently contact all members
of their pride. However, very small cubs (less than
three months) only associate with their mother
[31,39] and were never observed to participate in any
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pride-to-pride contacts. We defined a potential disease
contact to be an interaction in which lions from two
different prides (or a pride lion and a nomad) come
within 1 m of each other (e.g. close proximity, chases,
fights) or eat from the same food source within a
short period of time (sequential or simultaneous feed-
ing). From the empirical sightings data, there were
36 pride–pride contacts per 1294 hours of daylight
observation, translating to 4.55 contacts per two
weeks initiated by each pride (Cp). We found compar-
able contact estimates from focal-follow data and
found no significant differences between day and night
contact rates (see electronic supplementary material,
appendix B).

We performed multivariate logistic regression analy-
sis to determine which of the following factors
significantly affect the likelihood that any two prides
(A and B) will come in contact: (i) Euclidean distance
between the centroids of the pride territories (xdist),
(ii) territory network distance between prides (xnet),
(iii) the number of lions in pride A (xnum), and (iv)
whether or not the two prides had originated from the
same pride within the last 2 years (xsplit). Only territory
network distance and recent pride split (relatedness)
had significantly non-zero coefficients (p, 0.0001 and
p ! 0.0019, respectively; see electronic supplementary
material, appendix C) and significant effects in
likelihood ratio tests ( p , 0.0001 and p ! 0.0078,

(a) (b)

(e)

( f )

(g)

(d)(c)
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2/20–3/3

SNP NCA

2 4 8km0

5 0 5 10 km
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simulated prides

contact network
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Figure 1. Comparison of actual and simulated lion populations with illustrations of territory, contact and transmission networks.
(a) Irregular background shapes represent 70% kernel pride territories; nodes represent pride centroids [58]; edges represent
neighbouring prides. (b) Simulated lion territory network with nodes (prides) and edges indicating neighbouring territories.
(c) Daily locations of a GPS-collared nomad in Serengeti National Park (SNP) and Ngorongoro Conservation Area (NCA) in
2006–2007. Spatio-temporal locations for two-week intervals (represented by month then day in the legend) are represented
by shades of grey. (d) Simulated nomad with grey shades representing daily locations for the same temporal scale (two-week
intervals). (e) Simulated territory network where the red box represents the same spatial scale as figure 1b. ( f ) Simulated contact
network for both nomads and prides where dark blue edges represents nomad-mediated contacts, green, cyan and red edges
represent contacts at territory distances one, two or greater than two, respectively. (g) Simulated transmission network showing
only infected prides and contacts during which transmission occurred.
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respectively), giving rise to the logistic model Mcontact
(table 1). We note that Euclidean distance correlates
significantly with network distance, and is a significant
predictor of contact rates when considered alone. The
probability of contacts between prides is highest for clo-
sely related prides that are immediate neighbours, and
lowest for unrelated prides that are distant from each
other in the territory network. We also estimated the
fraction of neighbouring prides that split from one
another (C) (table 1).

2.3.2.1 Neighbouring prides. To determine the prob-
ability that two prides will have neighbouring

territories ( pneigh(AB)), we evaluated various models,
including Euclidean distance between pride centroids
and other geometric relationships (see electronic sup-
plementary material, appendix D), and chose the
model with the lowest AIC (Mneigh) (table 1). In other
words, we found a model (Mneigh) that generates a geo-
metric organization of prides that is statistically (see
electronic supplementary material, appendix D) and
visually similar to the empirical system (compare
figure 1b,e with figure 1a).

2.3.2.2 Contact group size. Any given inter-pride
contact involves one or more lions from each pride.

Table 1. Demographic, contact and epidemiological parameters for Serengeti lion prides and nomads.

estimated valuesa reference

demographic parameters
A, area of ecosystem 10 000 km2 SLP data
Np, no. of prides in ecosystem 180 SLP data
Xp, pride sizes (number of females and cubs
over three months old)

Xp ! Gamma (k, u) with k ! 2.226 (0.636),
u ! 4.707(1.243)
(mean pride size ! 10.48)

SLP data

h, fraction of prides sharing males 0.117 (s.e. ! 0.078) SLP data
6, rate at which coalitions switch prides 0.25 (0.12) switches per day SLP data
Mneigh, neighbouring prides model ln pneigh!AB"

1#pneigh!AB"

! "
$ a% b & SABb; a ! 1.483 (0.225),

b ! 20.386(0.041)
(mean number neighbouring prides ! 7.36)

SLP data

C, proportion of prides recently ‘split off’ 0.063 (s.e. ! 0.021) SLP data
NN, number of nomads 180 SLP data
XN, nomad group sizes XN ! L(m, s) with m ! 0.292 (0.065),

s ! 0.446 (0.046)
(mean group size ! 1.51)

SLP data

Mnomad, nomad migration model; horizontal
(x) and vertical (y) displacements in km
per two weeks are given by gamma
distributions

Dispx!g(kx, ux) with kx ! 2.9913, ux ! 1.0767c;
Dispy ! g(ky, uy) with ky ! 3.5242, uy ! 1.0114d

M. Craft (2005–
2007, unpublished
data)

contact parameters
Cp, rate of pride–pride contacts 4.55 (0.573) contacts per two weeks SLP data

Mcontact, contact weighting model ln 1#wc!A;B"
wc!A;B"

! "
$ a% bddt!A;B" %

#bs if recently splite

bs otherwise

#
;

a ! 3.265 (0.371); bd ! 1.698 (0.264); bs ! 0.696(0.220)

SLP data

CN, per pride rate of pride–nomad contacts 7.136 (1.018) contacts per two weeks SLP data
G, pride group size during contactf;
G0! log(G % 1)

G0 ! N(mG0, sG0) with mG0 ! a% b . Xp, s G0 !0.232
(0.022);
a ! 0.447 (0.057), b ! 0.014 (0.004)
(mean group size ! 3.65)

SLP data

epidemiological parameters
1, incubation period (days) 1 ! Exp (l) with l ! 1/7 [59]
i, infectious period (days) i ! Exp(l) with l !1/140 to 1/14 n.a.
T, per contact transmission probability 0.04 n.a.
aUnless otherwise indicated, values are means and numbers in parentheses are standard deviations. s.e. indicates standard
error.
bSAB ! the no. of pride centroids located in the union of two regions: (i) the semicircle with straight-edge centred at A that
runs through B, and (ii) the semicircle with straight-edge centred at B that runs through A (see electronic supplementary
material, figure SA3).
cHorizontal displacement is the difference between randomly chosen right and left displacements, both distributed g(kx, ux).
dSimilarly, vertical displacement is the difference between randomly chosen variables, both distributed g(ky, uy).
ewc(A,B) is the estimated probability that pride A will contact pride B per daylight hour of observation of A; dt(A,B) is the
territory distance between the prides.
fTo correct for increasing variance in group size with increasing pride size, we transformed group size by G0! log(G % 1).
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Using linear regression, we found that the number of
lions in a contact group (G) from a single pride depends
significantly on the size of that pride (p ! 0.003), with
an average of 3.65 lions per pride participating in
each contact (see electronic supplementary material,
appendix D).

2.3.3. Territorial males. During the study period, 88.3
per cent of territorial coalitions resided with a single
pride and the remaining 11.7 per cent associated with
two prides (h). For the two-pride coalitions, the 10
radio-collared territorial males switched between
prides on average once every 4.0 days (6).

2.3.4. Nomadic lions. Based on records of individually
identified nomads in the study area, we estimated
NN ! 180 total nomads in the ecosystem partitioned
into groups with a mean group size of 1.5 individuals,
where the group size (XN) follows an approximately log-
normal distribution (see the electronic supplementary
material, figure SA1b). From the empirical sightings
data, nomads contact prides at a uniform rate approximat-
ing 7.136 contacts per two-week period (CN).

At small timescales, nomad displacements from GPS
radio collar data showed high variance owing to
occasional long-range movements, while at long time
scales, displacements resembled Brownian motion
(random movements). The data statistically resembled
a type of Lévy random walk, specifically, two indepen-
dent variance gamma (VG) processes [40,41] which
correspond to movement with north–south and east–
west orientations (Mnomad) (table 1; see electronic sup-
plementary material, appendix E). An example of a
simulated nomad’s movement is shown in figure 1d.
The distributions of 24-hour displacements for the
three GPS-collared nomads do not differ significantly
(Kruskal–Wallis p ! 0.1078) nor do they differ sig-
nificantly from pooled displacements of seven other
VHF-collared nomads (see electronic supplemen-
tary material, figure SA5a). The x and y-displacements
of a model nomad simulated using Mnomad were not
statistically different from the pooled displacements of
the three GPS-collared nomads (two-sample
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test, x-displacement: p !
0.5856, y-displacement: p ! 0.9894; see electronic sup-
plementary material, figure SA5b).

2.4. Simulating contact networks
and disease transmission

We developed a simulation-based model of lion contact
patterns and the consequent spread of disease via those
contacts [42]. For the analyses described below, we used
point estimates of mean parameter values as given in
table 1.

2.4.1. Initial conditions. In the model, Np prides with
pride sizes Xp are placed at random locations in an A
km2 planar region. Pairs of prides are assigned as neigh-
bours according to model Mneigh; these adjacencies form
the edges of the territory network (figure 1e). The
resulting distributions of number of neighbouring
prides per pride are statistically similar to those

calculated from the study population (bootstrap K–S
test: p ! 0.533, see electronic supplementary material,
appendix D). A fraction of neighbouring pairs are ran-
domly selected to have recently split (C) and to share
territorial males (h). Each of NN nomad groups with
group size XN is initially assigned to the territory of a
randomly selected pride.

2.4.2. Contacts among pride and nomad groups. The
rate of contacts between two prides is given by Cp
and Mcontact; these probabilities are used to stochasti-
cally create networks that are then considered fixed
for the duration of a disease simulation. Specifically,
when a pride initiates a contact, the other pride is
selected using (normalized) probabilities given by a
logistic function of their territory distance and whether
they recently split (Mcontact). To determine the contact
group size (G) for each interacting pride, we sample G 0

from a normal distribution with a mean mG 0 and stan-
dard deviation sG 0, and calculate G ! exp (G 0)2 1
(table 1; see electronic supplementary material, figure
SA6). Territorial males and nomads are treated separ-
ately from prides of females and cubs. If a territorial
coalition of males is associated with two prides, it will
switch between prides with probability m ! 12
exp(6 h) where h is a small time step and 6 is the rate
at which territorial males switch prides. In any small
time step h, the nomads will migrate from the territory
of the current pride (i) to that of another pride ( j) with
a probability given by

Zij $
!1# !1# !F!dij % a=2" # F!dij # a=2"""h"

ci
!2:1"

where F() is the cumulative distribution function for
displacement over a two-week period; dij the distance
between the centroids of territories i and j; a the
average pride territory width (a $

$$$$$$$$$$$$
A=NP

p
); and ci a

normalizer. Each nomad group is assumed to con-
tact the local pride at rate (CN) while only a subset of
the pride (G) is involved in contacts with nomads
or other prides.

2.4.3. SEIR infectious disease dynamics. We model
disease dynamics on the contact network using a sto-
chastic SEIR (susceptible–exposed–infectious–
recovered) model in a closed population without
demographics (no births, deaths or migration) and
assume that the population is epidemiologically naive
(i.e. there is no immunity to the invading disease; see
electronic supplementary material, appendix H; [42])
For each run of the model, we generated a new lion terri-
tory network, used the mean parameter values given in
the estimated values column of table 1, and randomly
chose an initial infected pride. We previously performed
a sensitivity analysis of the model to changes in all of the
demographic, contact and epidemiological parameters
listed in table 1 [42]. Notably, we varied the proportion
of prides sharing males from 0 to 0.35, the territorial
male movement rate from never to every other day, and
the daily distances travelled by nomads from 0 to 7 km;
and we found that the disease dynamics proved robust
to such variation ([42], fig. S2). In addition, we assessed
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the impact of nomad movement patterns on disease
dynamics by increasing the nomad migration rate to
unrealistically high values and removing nomads
altogether; and these extreme perturbations did not sub-
stantially alter the disease dynamics ([43], ch. 2, fig. 7).

The results described below are based on 2925 simu-
lated epidemics: 325 simulations at each recovery rate
between 0.1 to 0.9 in steps of 0.1, and because recovery
rate is the inverse of infectious period this corresponds
to mean infectious periods between two and 20 weeks.
Because interacting groups tend to be small and con-
tacts are often prolonged and interactive, we assume
that each lion contacts every lion from the other
group during the interaction (density dependence).
The transmissibility parameter T is the probability
that disease transmission occurs during a contact
between an infected and susceptible lion. We set T !
0.04, which is the transmissibility value where nomads
cause the highest proportion of transmission events.
Thus, any apparent impact of nomads is an upper esti-
mate of their epidemiological significance.

2.4.4. Generating disease-specific contact networks.
The contact networks along which pathogens spread
depend on the mode of transmission and the duration
of infectiousness. In this study, we have focused on con-
tacts such as close proximity (fighting, mating) and
sequential feeding (displacing other lions and then
immediately feeding on the same carcass) that can
lead to the transmission of respiratory and droplet-
borne diseases (such as canine distemper virus, feline
herpes virus, or feline calicivirus). To address the
impact of the infectious period (and hence various infec-
tious diseases), we generated different contact networks
across a range of recovery rates. During its infectious
period, a pride will contact other prides at the rate pro-
portional to Cpwc!A;B" , where wc!A;B" is the estimated
probability that pride A will contact pride B per day-
light hour of observation of A. (Mcontact; for a detailed
discussion of pride infectious periods, see electronic sup-
plementary material, appendix H.) The number of
contacts from pride A to pride B over the infectious
period of A is a Poisson random variable with mean

MA;B!tA" $
tA ' Cpwc!A;B"P

x wc!A;X"
; !2:2"

where tA is the random infectious period of A. We gener-
ated a directed static network of contacts between prides
by generating an infectious period tA from an exponential
distribution for each pride A; generating a sequence of
random values {cA,B} from the Poisson (MA,B(tA))
distribution for each pair of prides A and B; and creating
a directed link from pride A to B if cAB . 0.

Contacts mediated by nomadic lions were modelled
by simulating a random walk of a nomad group
from pride to pride over an exponentially distributed
infectious period. If a nomad group visited both
prides A and B during its infectious period, an
undirected link was created between A and B. This pro-
cedure was repeated for each nomad group X; an
example of a contact network illustrating pride–pride
and pride–nomad–pride contacts are shown in figure 1f.

2.5. Estimating small-world properties

To determine the extent to which the contact networks
possessed small-world properties, we generated net-
works with and without nomadic lions while varying
the recovery rate. Specifically, we created 20 random
populations, and for each one, simulated 10 networks
at each population/recovery combination. To assess
the impact of network size on small world properties
[12], we also created four larger hypothetical networks
of 900 prides and, for each one, simulated 25 networks
at each population/recovery combination.

The defining properties of small-world networks are
high clustering and small characteristic path lengths
[13]. The lion networks can consist of multiple discon-
nected components (i.e. some pairs of prides are not
connected by any path through the contact network).
Since the traditional small world metrics cannot
handle multiple components, we instead calculated net-
work efficiency which gauges ‘how well information
propagates over the network’ [14]. Small-world net-
works have the unique property of being both locally
and globally efficient [44]. Global efficiency increases
as path length decreases while local efficiency increases
with clustering. Specifically, the global efficiency of a
network R is given by

E!R" :$ 1
N !N # 1"

X

A=B[R

1
dA;B

; !2:3"

where dA,B is the shortest pathbetweenpridesA andB and
N is the number of prides in the network. Local efficiency
measures the redundancy of connections and is defined
Elocal(A):! E(RA), where RA is the subgraph that
includes all neighbours of A and any edges connecting
those neighbours to each other (but not A itself). Our
results are in terms of the mean local efficiency,

X
A[R

Elocal!A"=N : !2:4"

Since disease transmission through contact networks
loosely resembles information transmission (for example,
through neural networks, social networks, communi-
cation networks and transportation systems), these
quantities should reflect global and local epidemiological
vulnerability [14].

3. RESULTS

3.1. Neighbouring prides and nomad
migration drive contact patterns

The Serengeti lion population is a mix of pride-to-pride
and transient nomad-to-pride contacts. Prides are
classified as neighbours if their territories abut and/or
do not have any other pride territories located between
them (Mneigh, figure 1a,b). This produces a territory
network that strongly influences contact patterns
(Mcontact, figure 1e), but is not equivalent to the
actual contact network along which disease spreads
(figure 1f ). The probability of contact between any
two prides falls off sharply with territory distance
(Mcontact). The contact network for a given set of
prides and a specified disease will be dominated by
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edges between neighbouring prides, but will not neces-
sarily include all such edges or exclude edges between
more distant prides (figure 1f ).

Nomads tend to move short distances punctuated
by occasional long-range moves (see electronic sup-
plementary material, appendix E, figure 1c,d). As
they roam, they occasionally encounter pride lions and
thereby have opportunities to catch and spread disease.
A nomad-mediated contact between two prides A and B
is a sequence of two encounters, one between pride A
and a nomad group followed by another between the
same nomad group and pride B. Remarkably, the
average distance between prides involved in nomad-
mediated contacts (that could potentially lead to
disease transmission) is considerably less than that
between prides involved in direct infectious contacts
(figure 2). This discrepancy decreases slightly as recov-
ery rate decreases, since longer infectious periods
provide more opportunities for nomads to migrate and
thereby contact more distant prides.

Thus nomads fail to provide geographical shortcuts
for a spreading disease, and in turn make poor candidates
for superspreading. By contrast, prides are surprisingly
well connected. One explanation is that prides that are
considered ‘neighbours’ can actually be located quite
far apart, especially lions that reside in low-density habi-
tats. Secondly, although a pride is five and 30 times more
likely to contact a neighbouring pride (from which it did
not share a recent split) than a pride at territory distance
two or three, respectively, such long-distance contacts
serve to connect distant prides.

3.2. Lion contact networks are small world

Pride–pride networks—which are largely (but not
exclusively) driven by the underlying lattice-like terri-
tory networks—turn out to be a small world. Values
of global efficiencies (path length) are comparable to

values classified as small world by Latora & Marchiori
[14] (i.e. 0.28 to 0.69), even when nomad-mediated con-
tacts are excluded (figure 3, prides only). The local
efficiency, however, is lower than other empirical net-
works mentioned in Latora & Morchiori [14] (i.e. 0.26
to 0.8) as a result of the highly directed structure of
our networks.

To test whether the small-world property stems from
direct contacts among non-neighbouring prides, we set
the probability of contact to zero for all non-neighbour-
ing prides and generated a range of networks. The
resulting planar networks had significantly lower
global efficiency (figure 3, neighbouring prides only)
and identical local efficiency to a network without
nomads (figure 3, prides only). This suggests that
direct contacts between non-neighbouring prides,
while rare, yield global connectivity and contribute to
the ‘small worldliness’ of lion networks.

Although the pride–pride networks are already
small world, nomads further increase the local and
global efficiency of the population (figure 3, prides %
nomads). Intuitively, in all scenarios, efficiency declines
as recovery rate increases (i.e. as infectious period
decreases) simply because each infected lion has less
time to make contacts. Direct contacts among non-
neighbouring prides approximately double global
efficiency (compared to the network consisting only of
neighbouring prides), thereby transforming the pride–
pride network from a planar graph into a small-world
network; while nomads increase global efficiency by
roughly 50 per cent, they do not qualitatively alter
the network structure of the population. Although
nomads have a much more pronounced effect on local
efficiency, local efficiency is not expected to have signifi-
cant epidemiological repercussions. The observed global
efficiencies run counter to our prior expectations that
(i) pride–pride contacts themselves would be almost
exclusively local (not small world). and (ii) long-range
contacts via nomads would therefore transition the
population from a planar network into a small world
network. Below, we show that this relatively modest
impact of nomads on network structure translates into
a similarly modest epidemiological impact (figure 4c).

In the hypothetical larger network of 900 prides,
global efficiency is considerably lower, since path
lengths are larger (figure 3a, enlarged). The ecosystem
becomes large relative to the geographical scale of con-
tacts between lions, and the geographical nature of the
contact network thus becomes more obvious. As recov-
ery rate increases, there is less time for contacts so the
network becomes sparser. The enlarged pride-only net-
work has global efficiency on par with the smaller
(planar) network restricted to neighbouring pride inter-
actions: in this context, the longer-range pride–pride
contacts are short relative to the expanse of the eco-
system. The addition of nomads increases the global
efficiency to a range comparable to other small world
networks [14], but still lower than that of the smaller
population, both with and without nomads (figure 3a,
enlarged: prides % nomads). Intuitively, the local struc-
ture of the network does not change with the overall size
of the network (figure 3b), and hence local efficiency is
not strongly affected by ecosystem size.
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3.3. Infectious disease dynamics

Once a disease is introduced onto the contact network,
the resulting transmission network is the set of edges
and nodes along which a disease actually spreads
(figure 1g). We used stochastic SEIR simulations to
test the hypothesis that nomads only marginally
increase the efficiency of disease transmission through
the population. Indeed, nomads made only modest
impacts on disease dynamics. Both the average preva-
lence and probability of an epidemic increase as
recovery rates decrease and are only slightly enhanced
when nomads are included in the network
(figure 4a,b). Nomads have the greatest impact on the
probability and prevalence of an epidemic at recovery
rates around 0.5 (one month infectious period). The

SEIR simulations show that transmission is mostly
pride–pride; with neighbouring prides accounting for
more than 50 per cent of transmissions and nomads
only accounting for 5–10% of transmissions (while the
combined impact of territorial males and prides at
territory distances greater than three is negligible;
figure 4c). The impact of nomads increases slightly as
recovery rate decreases (infectious period lengthens).

4. DISCUSSION

We previously used a network-based model to (i) inves-
tigate sampling and scaling issues from typical wildlife
samples, and (ii) study a fatal 1993–1994 outbreak of
canine distemper virus (CDV) among Serengeti lions
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[42]. Although the data suggested that the 1993–1994
outbreak was probably fuelled by multiple hosts, our
analysis suggested that the lion population was suf-
ficiently well connected to allow outbreaks of CDV-like
infectious diseases to percolate through the entire lion
population, even without multiple introductions from
other species. Here, we have more deeply investigated
the nature of this connectedness—the relative roles of
prides and nomads—and its implications for a broader
range of diseases. We approached this study with the
naive hypothesis that (i) territorial animals that are
averse to between-group interactions would have lat-
tice-like contact networks with high clustering and
long path lengths, and (ii) migrating groups probably
play a crucial role in forging long-range connectivity
by shortening path lengths. Instead, we found that
occasional long-range contacts between non-neighbour-
ing prides (at territory distances greater than one) are
sufficient to make the network small world (shorten
path lengths), even without considering nomads.
Although nomads make up approximately 40 per cent
of the epidemiological units in the population (approx.
119 groups of nomads versus 180 prides) and travel
long distances, they do not qualitatively alter the struc-
ture of the network or, consequently, the fate of a
disease outbreak.

The moderate epidemiological impacts of nomads
vary slightly with recovery rate. For long infectious
periods (low recovery rates), direct contacts between
prides will themselves sustain large epidemics, thus
leaving little room for nomads to make a significant
impact. The impact of nomads is greatest for diseases
with infectious periods lasting approximately one
month. For example, feline calicivirus (FCV) is a
highly contagious upper respiratory infection spread
by direct contact [45] that is epidemic in the Serengeti
lion population [46]. Half of infected domestic cats
still shed calicivirus more than 75 days after initial
infection [47]. By contrast, CDV in domestic dogs has
a relatively short infectious period of approximately
two weeks [48], during which there is little time for
nomads to move between distant territories. Conse-
quently, we would expect nomads to play a slightly
more important epidemiological role in FCV outbreaks
than CDV outbreaks (figure 4c). Most probably,
nomads rarely serve as superspreaders, in contrast to
previous suggestions for the 1993–1994 CDV outbreak
[49]. This result is consistent with evidence that the
fatal CDV epidemic was probably fuelled by multiple
spillovers from other carnivore hosts such as jackals and
hyenas rather than propagated by lions themselves [50].

Although our estimates of movement patterns by
nomadic groups and shared territorial males are based
on a relatively small sample of lions, our major find-
ings—that pride-to-pride contacts form a small-world
network and the additional nomad group contacts con-
tribute only marginally to the epidemiological
vulnerability of the population—seem robust. Two
assumptions of the model merit further investigation.
First, we assume that all pride lions older than three
months have an equal probability of participating in a
disease-transmitting contact event throughout the
year. However, if enough data were available, we

might see that contacts rates vary with age, by season
(wet or dry) or by year (e.g. an El Niño year). These
heterogeneities in contact rates could be modelled
using weighted edges. Second, we assume that the
lion population is immunologically naive and that
prides move through each disease class as a unit. This
will not be the case for endemic or recurrent
epidemic diseases in which epidemiological history
influences disease emergence and dynamics within and
between prides.

Small-world statistics—clustering coefficient and
average path length—are widely used to characterize
the social and epidemiological structure of human and
wildlife populations [12,13,21,51], but they have impor-
tant limitations. Efficiency statistics, which measure
similar quantities, are more versatile and provide a
common framework for characterizing local and global
properties of a network [14]. Specifically, they measure
the efficiency with which information, disease, or other
entities can transmit through a network while allowing
for disconnected networks, weighted edges and other
structural complexities. Because our lion networks can
be disconnected, particularly for diseases with short
infectious periods, we used local and global efficiency
to measure the pride–pride and nomad-mediated con-
nectivity of the population. The global efficiency
estimates for the lion population corresponded with the
predicted epidemiological vulnerability of the population
(figure 3). However, the small-world property is strongly
influenced by the size of the population. As the size of the
ecosystem increased, its global efficiency decreased (that
is, average path length increased) and the structural
importance of nomads increased. This suggests that the
small size of the Serengeti lion populationmay inherently
limit the potential impact of nomads. In other words, ter-
ritorial species in smaller populations (rare or endangered
species) may not be as affected by nomads as group-living
species living in larger populations.

Three other factors contribute to the surprising lack
of epidemiological significance of nomadic lions. First,
the pride–pride network can already efficiently trans-
mit disease leaving little opportunity for nomads to
play pivotal epidemiological roles. The infrequent but
critical long-range contacts among resident prides in
the Serengeti stems, in part, from temporary forays
into areas of high food abundance following the wilde-
beest migration [37]. Thus, this result may only apply
to populations that rely heavily on migratory prey,
and/or occupy a relatively limited geographical area
in which contacts between distant groups are feasible.
Second, nomads move slowly relative to pride–pride
disease transmission and therefore only slightly enlarge
the geographical radius of connectivity. In other words,
direct pride–pride transmission can produce epidemic
waves that can move at least as fast as nomads migrate.
Third, nomad groups tend to be significantly smaller
than subgroups involved in interpride contacts (mean
nomad group size is 1.5 whereas mean pride subgroup
size is 3.7); and here we have assumed that the prob-
ability of disease transmission during a contact
depends on the numbers of lions involved.

Territoriality has diverse consequences for the spread
and control of several livestock and wildlife diseases.
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European badgers regularly transmit bovine TB to cattle
and are highly territorial. In the UK, badger culling
decreases bovine TB transmission locally but increases
transmission to adjacent areas, probably through
increased dispersal (although studies in Ireland show
conflicting results; [52–54]). Thus, it seems that a
stable territorial system (in the absence of culling) is rela-
tively protective against disease spread. By contrast,
territorial antelopes have higher macroparasite levels
than non-territorial ones, probably owing to increased
exposure to accumulated parasites in contaminated soil
[55]. In this case, territoriality is a risk factor for disease.
Although territoriality in Serengeti lions might provide
an epidemiological buffer for very mildly contagious
diseases, such protection appears to be quite limited.

Network models can identify high-risk populations to
target for disease control [56,57]. Since direct pride–pride
transmission rather than nomad-mediated transmission
appears to be the driving epidemiological force within
the Serengeti lion population, disease control efforts
should focus on themore numerous, group-living, territor-
ial pride members rather than nomads. However, this
may not be the case for other territorial species, or even
lions in other ecosystems, that have different species den-
sities, total population size, and/or habitat constraints.
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